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Abstract: This review was undertaken to better understand the debate regarding the issue of osteoarthritis associated with
anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries, from a surgical and biomechanical standpoint. Much of the current debate
focuses on contributory surgical factors and their relative roles in increasing or decreasing the risk of future osteoarthritis
development, primarily highlighting the controversy over whether reconstructive surgery itself is necessarily protective.
This review addresses the evolution of ACL reconstruction techniques over time, and with a view to thoroughly examine
the role of surgery, outcome differences in procedural technique are reviewed, with a focus on open versus arthroscopic
methods, graft choice and the use of a double versus single bundle reconstruction technique.
Moreover, other potentially important contributory factors are identified and discussed, such as intrinsic biomechanical
alterations sustained at the time of initial injury, and how these may have a more significant role with regard to future
osteoarthritic changes in the knee than previously attributed.
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INTRODUCTION
ACL reconstructive surgery has long been accepted to
improve stability and improve function of the knee after
acute ACL tears [1-7]. It has also been well documented that
the natural progression of ACL injuries if left untreated may
likely predispose to the early development of osteoarthritis
[8-19]. It had therefore been assumed by some that restoring
stability through reconstruction could also decrease the risk
of future osteoarthritis [20-25]. This assumption is still
widely preached by members of the sports medicine
community [26]. However, the degree of protection it
confers against osteoarthritis is debatable.

[30]. Other authors suggest that it is the joint injury itself that
confers the risk of future osteoarthritis [26,28,30,31], and
hence it is pointless to debate over forms of management,
when the damage has essentially already been done.
Through careful analysis, this review seeks to tease out
the factors at the heart of this debate and determine as far as
possible, their roles in the association between ACL injury
and future osteoarthritis. In order to thoroughly examine the
role of surgery, differences in procedural technique are
examined, with focus on open versus arthroscopic methods,
graft choice and the double bundle versus standard single
bundle reconstruction technique.

Some long term studies have found a significant
counterintuitive increase in the development of osteoarthritis
in patients post ACL reconstructions, when compared to
matched controls of the general population [14,27,28]. The
question of whether reconstructive surgery itself conveys a
risk naturally arises. The debate over this issue has led to
some controversy, with one author going so far as to suggest
that the risk conferred by surgery was greater than that
conferred by more conservative forms of treatment [29].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Nevertheless, most authors still believe that ACL
reconstruction confers protection against osteoarthritis [26].
However, supporting theories though convincing, remain to
be firmly proven. To date, only theoretical speculation
abounds, as no randomised control studies have been done
comparing surgery to conservative treatment of ACL tears
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A combined Medline search using the following terms:
‘osteoarthritis, ‘knee’, ‘anterior cruciate ligament surgery’
and ‘biomechanics’ was performed. Paper abstracts were
reviewed and papers either identified through the initial
search, or from subsequent reading, with content relevant to
the aims and objectives of this review, were examined in
greater detail.

Comparing Surgery and Conservative Treatment
The period spanning the late 70s to early 80s generated
substantial literature associating ACL rupture with
subsequent onset of osteoarthritis [13,14,27,32]. Many
studies showed that the conservative treatment of ACL
ruptures resulted in a significant increase in osteoarthritis
[13,14,33-37]. This prevalent view at the time resulted in the
assumption that followed during the late 80s and early 90s
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that ACL reconstruction would be the solution to prevent
later osteoarthritis in ACL injured knees [21-25].
This view did not go unchallenged for too long, with a
notable publication by Daniel et al. in 1994 suggesting that
ACL reconstruction surgery actually conferred a greater risk
in osteoarthritis development when compared to
conservative treatment [38]. Though this review found no
other authors as seemingly convicted over this former point
as Daniel et al., it did find that many later studies within the
past decade at least echo the view that ACL reconstruction
has not been shown after long term follow up, to be
protective against the development of osteoarthritis [39,40].
Seon et al., for example, reported degenerative
osteoarthritis in 43% of their 58 ACL reconstructed patients
at follow up after an average of 11.2 years, and also found
that the region most often affected was the medial
compartment of the knee [41]. In their 14 year follow up
study of former soccer players, von Porat et al. found a high
prevalence of knee osteoarthritis on radiographic
examination of 122 male soccer players. A rather startling
78% showed radiographic change, with 41% demonstrating
changes equivalent to grade 2 changes on the Kellgren and
Lawrence scale. Importantly, no difference in such outcome
was determined between those who had undergone
reconstruction and those who had not [39]. A 17 year
retrospective follow up study by Selmi et al. of 103 patients
with ACL reconstructed knees showed less startling, yet
significant results. About half (49%) of the patients exhibited
radiographic change, with 22.7% showing pre-osteoarthritic
change (IKDC grade C) and 4.7% showing established
osteoarthritis (IKDC grade D). What was more significant
about this study was the drastic difference in outcome when
patients were classified based on whether they had
undergone medial medial meniscectomy [42].
Of the patients who had a medial meniscectomy, 37.2%
had pre or established osteoarthritis, versus just 13.5% in
those who had not undergone this additional procedure [42].
In support of this finding was a recent large meta-analysis of
1554 ACL reconstructions by Claes et al., which showed
that medial menisectomy dramatically increased the risk of
osteoarthritis development, the analysis quoting an odds ratio
of 3.54 for the development of osteoarthritis with associated
menisectomy [31].
Similarly, an increased association with osteoarthritis in
subjects with meniscus injury was found in other studies
reviewed [8,28,30,39,42,43]. Von Porat et al. reported in
their study that patients who had a meniscus tear were 28%
more likely to exhibit changes, mirroring Kellgren and
Lawrence grade 2 or worse, than patients without one at 14
year follow up [39]. Louboutin et al, in a recently published
review of risk factors associated with the development of
osteoarthritis post ACL reconstruction, highlighted meniscal
injury and chondral damage as important factors [44].
It is worth highlighting that an important conclusion of
Louboutin et al.’s review was that reconstruction was
beneficial to decreasing the progression of osteoarthritis in
ACL deficient knees, identifying anterior tibial displacement
as a principle arthogenic factor that was corrected after ACL
reconstruction [44]. However findings of the other studies
highlighted were largely inconclusive as to whether ACL
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reconstruction conferred protection against osteoarthritis, but
do suggest strongly that other factors play significant roles in
its progression.
Despite the lack of clarity over whether ACL
reconstruction confers protection against osteoarthritis,
logical arguments both for and against it can nevertheless
still be made.
An argument for reconstruction, being a strong one in
theory at least, is that restoration of joint stability reduces the
risk of further injury, specifically to the meniscus [8,28],
whose clear association with later osteoarthritis has already
been highlighted.
Conversely, speculative arguments against surgery
abound. It has been suggested that operative trauma itself
and the occasional need for re-operation confer risk [28].
Pre-tensioning of the graft has also been shown to alter joint
kinematics and lead to later knee arthrosis [45,46]. It has also
been speculated that the arthrofibrosis and decreased range
of motion which may occur post operation, could lead to
accelerated knee deterioration [28]. Other authors have also
suggested that patello-femoral pain, which often occurs in
patients who undergo ACL reconstruction with a patellar
tendon graft (which bear in mind, was the pre-dominant graft
of choice instudies comparing surgery to conservative
treatment) may be linked to the long-term development of
patellofemoral arthrosis [47].
Interestingly,
with
regards
to
patellofemoral
osteoarthritis, Lohmander et al. in their 12 year follow up
study of 103 female soccer players, found radiographic signs
of patellofemoral osteoarthritis to be more common in
subjects who had undergone reconstruction, reporting that
“significantly more patients with an ACL-reconstructed knee
had radiographic changes in the patellofemoral joint
compared with non-surgically treated patients (25 of 41
(61%) versus 7 of 25 (28%); P=0.01)” [40]. Though these
findings may seem to favour conservative treatment, the
issue is not so clear cut.
Lohmander et al. admitted uncertainty over whether this
finding was related to knee surgery in general or more
specifically, influenced possibly by their surgical method
(according to them, almost all procedures were performed
with the open technique)[40]. Furthermore, overall, they
found no significant differences in osteoarthritis
classifications and symptoms between study subjects who
had undergone surgery and those who had not [40]. The
issue of whether surgical method confounded their findings
is thus in question. Conversely, despite also finding a greater
prevalence of osteoarthritic change in subjects who received
reconstruction and returned to sport than those who did not
have reconstruction but nevertheless returned to sport, Fink
et al. in their own study, reported at the same time, a
lesser severity in the former group [48].
It is difficult to fairly assess findings and draw
conclusions from across the various studies that have been
published, despite many reporting findings of statistical
significance. This is due to a lack of concordance across
published studies to date with respect to the type of surgical
procedure performed and the methods used to evaluate the
development of osteoarthritis [39]. Different studies also
studied different subsets of patients, athletes naturally
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putting more demand on their knees than the general
populous. We also have no way of accounting for the
difference in levels of physiotherapy received by each
patient or even their compliance with restrictions in activity
in the post-operative setting. These confounding factors
make answering the question on whether reconstruction
protects against osteoarthritis very difficult.
Furthermore, ACL reconstructive surgery itself has
evolved through the past decade and it is difficult to evaluate
study findings at face value or make fair comparisons,
without considering the time era within which a particular
study’s reconstructions were performed. This would closely
relate to the procedural technique and method considered to
be best practice at that time. As we know, best practice can
change with time, and this can be well reflected by observing
the evolution of ACL reconstruction over the past two
decades. The procedure has evolved greatly; from its humble
beginnings of attempting to repair torn ACLs via suture as
opposed to complete reconstruction with a graft [49]. The
choice of graft itself has changed from synthetic allografts to
autografts, as has the approach to surgery, with arthroscopic
surgery being favoured over the open approach. This
constant evolution has since factored in a developing
appreciation for biomechanical variances [50], and recent
focus has shifted to the new double bundle technique.
This important need to consider changes in operative
method is highlighted by findings reported by Kullmer et al.
in1994, in their follow up of 77 patients after reconstruction
using the Trevira Hochfest synthetic ligament, where they
reported a statistically significant increase in osteoarthritis in
their patients at follow up [8]. It is possible, in this case, that
the synthetic nature of the graft used could itself have
contributed significantly to the observed increase, thus
confounding their results, since the use of synthetic
ligaments, as we now know several years later, has been
shown to be associated with future onset of osteoarthritis. It
has been suggested in other research that particles of such
ligaments may cause extensive synovitis and resultant long
term joint effusion, which may subsequently increase the
risk of cartilage damage and thence that of osteoarthritic
progression [51, 52].
It is therefore our opinion that different operative
procedures and techniques, which evolve with time, can
significantly confound reported differences in study findings.
It is in this same vein that further analysis in the hope to
better understand possible confounding factors, is
undertaken, and highlighted in the following sections.
COMPARING OPEN AND ARTHROSCOPIC RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY
Studies specifically comparing open and arthroscopic
techniques in specific relation to osteoarthritis were not
found during the course of this review and hence it is
admittedly difficult to accord each a fair assessment.
Nevertheless, reasonable deductions could be made upon
review of various author’s opinions in the literature studied.
As previously mentioned, it is important to take study
findings within context. Despite Lohmander et al.’ s rather
convincing finding which associated patellofemoral
osteoarthritis more with surgically repaired knees than with
conservatively treated ones [40], it is important to remember
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that almost all the subjects within that study were treated
with open reconstructions. It is possible, as they also hint
toward, that the open, more invasive technique could have
itself given rise to this finding of reported significance.
Attempts to critically compare reported findings of
osteoarthritis across studies, with respect to whether an open
or arthroscopic technique was used, proved inconclusive.
Most reported an incidence ranging from 40% to 50% at
follow up [41, 42, 53], with no obvious statistical difference
with respect to whether surgery was done arthroscopically or
with an open technique. There was also a lack of congruence
between studies with respect to evaluation and classification
methods, time between injury and reconstruction, and follow
up periods [41, 42, 53-55].
Nevertheless, the open technique has been pegged as a
possible factor in the development of osteoarthritis
associated with ACL reconstruction [56]. Having highlighted
this possibility in their paper, Lohmander et al. wrote that
newer arthroscopic procedures, at least in the short term
post-operative time span, may be associated with less
morbidity [43]. It is a fair deduction to make; that less
morbidity during the short term post-operative period is
favourable, in relation to limiting knee trauma and hence the
future development of osteoarthritis.
Authors have also suggested that findings of altered bone
metabolism, reflected by an increase in bone scintigraphic
uptake by ACL reconstructed knees years after surgery [57],
may have been caused by the open surgical approach [5557]. Jarvela et al., who reported a 47% incidence of
osteoarthritis in their study of 100 ACL reconstructed knees
at mean 7 years follow up, also suggested that the large
notchplasty performed during their miniarthrotomy
technique may have played a part in the development of
patellofemoral osteoarthritis in their studied knees [53].
Despite the lack of well-founded statistical comparisons,
it is reasonable to deduce that the trend in the literature
reviewed points in favour of arthroscopic techniques.
COMPARING PATELLAR TENDON AND HAMSTRING TENDON GRAFT CHOICE
It has been widely regarded that both grafts lead to a
good overall clinical outcome, with most modern studies
publishing high rates of patients in both groups attaining a
functionally stable knee that they are most often satisfied
with [1-5]. However, virtually all of these comparative
studies did not include long term follow up assessments of
osteoarthritis, until recently.
Initial 5 and 7 year comparison studies from the
Australian Institute of Musculoskeletal Research reported
that patients in the patellar tendon group had a significantly
greater risk of developing early osteoarthritic changes [1,4].
The difference between graft groups was insignificant at 2
years, but was significant by year 5 of follow up and
onwards. The incidence of osteoarthritic change had
increased by 17%, from 1% to 18%, in the patellar tendon
group within the 3 years between follow up [1]. By the
7th year of follow up, this incidence rose to 45% in the
patellar tendon group. In comparison, the incidence of such
change in the hamstring tendon group was much lower
at14% after 7 years [4]. This trend was subsequently
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reinforced with further results published recently at 15 years
follow up [58,59]. Of those who had undergone
reconstruction with the patellar tendon graft, half (51%) had
radiographic evidence of osteoarthritis [58]. This was in
striking contrast to the patients in their hamstring group, of
which just 7% showed radiographic evidence [59].
Sajovic et al. conducted a prospective RCT comparing
osteoarthritis rates between patellar and hamstring tendon
grafts. At 5 years, the study found that Grade B abnormal
radiographic findings were seen in 50% (13/26) of patients
in the patellar tendon group and in 17% (5/28) of patients in
the hamstring tendon group (p = 0.012) [60]. This finding
was mirrored by Pinczewski et al. in a cohort study which
followed up 180 patients for 10 years. They too reported a
statistical significant increase in radiologically evident
osteoarthritis in patellar grafts as compared to hamstring
grafts [61].
There are several theories that could explain these
findings. As highlighted previously, the patellofemoral pain
that commonly affects patients with a patellar tendon graft
has been suggested to be responsible for patellofemoral joint
osteoarthritis in the long term [28] Alternatively, Roos et. al
suggested that reduced quadricep strength observed in
patellar graft patients at follow up could increase the risk of
future patellofemoral osteoarthritis [30]. However, their
deduction was based on the findings of just one recent
randomised control trial (RCT) (the RCT was also not well
referenced in their paper, and hence this review was unable
to analyse its claims). A large number of graft comparison
studies showed on the other hand, that such strength deficits
were either not apparent or at least no longer significant at
final follow up [2,7].
What seems to explain the finding of difference more
specifically, and what may just be the ‘holy grail’ in
understanding the wider issue explored in this review, is
altered biomechanics at the joint dependent on the type of
graft used for reconstruction. Although Feller et al. reported
finding abnormal biomechanical moments about the knee in
both patellar and hamstring tendon groups, they deferred in
their respective natures. A reduced external extension
moment at terminal stance was found in the hamstring
tendon group, while a reduced external knee flexion moment
at mid stance was found in the patellar tendon group [62].
Feller et al. wrote that this altered moment found in the
patellar tendon group mimicked that which was observed in
single limb landing tasks [63], and therefore concluded that
such moments, possibly akin to lessened attenuation of
forces passing through the knee joint, could be responsible
for the increased incidence of osteoarthritis reported in the
patellar tendon group [62].
When Allen et al. measured in situ forces at the knee in
knees reconstructed with either graft, they arrived at similar
findings and conclusions [64]. They reported that
reconstruction with either graft failed to approximate forces
similar to those found in ACL intact knees. More
importantly, they also found under 110N of anterior tibial
loading, (as shown in Fig. 1) that ‘the BPTB (patellar
tendon) graft carried significantly smaller in-situ forces at 60
and 90 degrees when compared to the intact ACL, whereas
the QST/G (hamstring tendon) graft carried significantly
larger in-situ forces at 60 and 90 degrees than the BPTB
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(patellar tendon) reconstruction’ [64]. They therefore
concluded that using a hamstring graft more closely
mimicked in-situ forces secondary to anterior tibial loading
in the intact ACL at a wider range of knee flexion angles and
therefore carried considerable advantage over using a
patellar tendon graft [64]. Having already ascertained that all
reconstructions in studies reporting an increased incidence of
osteoarthritis in reconstructed knees used a patellar tendon
graft, one cannot help but wonder whether an incidence as
large would have been reported if hamstring grafts had been
used instead.

Fig. (1). Reprinted from Osteoarthritis and Cartilage, Vol. 7 Issue 1,
Allen CR, Livesay GA, Wong EK, Woo SLY, Injury and
reconstruction of the anterior cruciate ligament and knee
osteoarthritis, pages no. 110-121, 1999, with permission from
Elsevier.

It would be interesting if we could determine the factors
which cause such altered biomechanics. Some authors
speculate that the patella infera (patellar tendon shortening)
which has been documented to occur after reconstructions
using the patellar tendon [65,66], could alter biomechanics at
the knee joint. Patellar adhesion to the anterior tibia, which
gives rise to an apparent patella infera [67], could alter
mechanics in various ways. Such adhesion would direct the
patellar tendon force more posteriorly, thus leading to
increased patellofemoral joint reaction force. It could also
decrease patellar mobility and alter the extensor mechanism
moment, all of which alter biomechanics at the knee joint
and ultimately, lead to the development of patellofemoral
osteoarthritis [65]. Another factor, which may lead to a
dysfunctional extensor mechanism in reconstructed knees
using a patellar tendon autograft, is the surgical closure with
sutures of the patellar tendon defect after having harvested
the graft. Such closure could be partially responsible for the
scarring and shortening of the patellar tendon [66].
Therefore, this exploration into graft comparison has not
only resulted in the finding that hamstring tendon grafts may
well prove advantageous in terms of limiting osteoarthritic
progression in the long term, but has also revealed the
significance of altered knee biomechanics after an ACL
injury.
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Double bundle ACL reconstruction was introduced based
on previous work with biomechanical cadaveric studies. The
aim was to achieve better stability of the knee particularly in
rotation by reconstructing the Posterior Lateral (PL) bundle
in addition to the Anterior Medial (AM) bundle, which is
normally reconstructed in isolation on single bundle repairs.
Abnormal knee rotation was found to persist in single bundle
reconstructions [68-70] resulting in abnormal knee
kinematics. This has been implied in the development of
osteoarthritis in reconstructed knees [71]. It is hoped that
double bundle reconstruction would address this problem.
Double bundle reconstruction demonstrated this superior
control of rotation in a number of studies. Seon et al. used a
navigation system intra-operatively and reported a
significant improvement in the rotational stability in double
bundle compared with single bundle reconstruction (9.8
degrees in the double- and 5.6 degrees in the single-bundle
groups, p<0.001)[72]. Kondo et al. similarly described
notably better results whenevaluating patients based on the
positivity of a pivot-shift test at 2 years follow-up; double
bundle (+ result, 16%; ++, 3%) being significantly better
than the single bundle reconstructions (+ result, 37%; ++,
12%) in 328 patients [73].
Considering trials that examined the restoration of
rotational kinematics during functional activity, Hemmerich
et al. captured 3 dimensional kinematic data during a
dynamic cutting task and demonstrated that the double
bundle reconstructed knees exhibited significantly less
external rotational shift compared to the single bundle group
[74]. Lam et al. used a high demand jump-landing and pivot
task, capturing data using an optical motion analysis system
[75]. This study found that there was no significant
difference in tibial rotation between intact (8.2° ± 2.6°)and
double bundle(8.9° ± 3.0°)reconstructed knees, essentially
reporting a restoration of rotational knee stability after
reconstruction [75].
In a recently published literature review of 14 RCTs and
2 Meta-analysis, Suomalainen et al. concluded that after
double bundle reconstruction, rotational stability of the knee
was better in 7 (50%) studies, and anterior-posterior stability
in 6 (43%) [76]. The review also noted that knee scores were
better in 5 (36%) and that 3 trials (21%) revealed less reoperation rates compared with single bundle reconstruction
[76].
On the background of these promising results, trials
comparing osteoarthritis differences of double bundle
reconstruction were eagerly awaited. Unfortunately, studies
so far have yet to show a difference in osteoarthritis rates
post double bundle reconstruction. Ventura et al.
retrospectively analysed 50 patients, 36 who underwent
single bundle and 14 double bundle reconstructions, at a
mean of 4.4 years post-surgery [77]. While the study reports
clearly superior clinical assessment and instrument laxity
testing in the double bundle group, it failed to show any
significant difference in the rates of radiological assessed
osteoarthritis when compared to single bundle reconstruction
[77].

Suomalainen et al. published results of a prospective 5
year study of 90 patients in 2012 and found that while there
were significantly fewer graft failures in the double bundle
group, there were again no significant differences in
radiological osteoarthritis when compared to the single
bundlegroup [78].
It is worth noting that in view of the size of both the
above mentioned groups studied, some caution should be
made when interpreting these early results. It is also our
opinion that longer term follow-up isnecessary before a
definitive comparison can be made with regard to
osteoarthritis rates in double versus single bundle
reconstruction.
FURTHER DISCUSSION
An interesting study by Almekinders et al. may help
illuminate not only the issue of altered biomechanics after an
ACL injury, but also why recent studies have continued to
associate ACL reconstructed knees with the subsequent
onset of osteoarthritis. In this study, Almekinders et al.,
measured tibial position relative to the femur
radiographically in three different patient groups. Group 1
consisted of patients who had had an ACL rupture but were
not surgically treated, group 2 consisted of patients who had
had reconstruction after an ACL rupture and group 3 was a
control group with normal knees [79].
In the study, ACL reconstruction failed to restore the
natural tibiofemoral relationship at the knee and was instead
significantly associated with an anterior irreducible
subluxation of the tibia. More interesting, was a similar
finding of such subluxation in only members of group 1 who
demonstrated osteoarthritic changes at the knee. Conversely,
members of this group (i.e. patients who had had an ACL
rupture but were not surgically treated) without radiographic
evidence of osteoarthritis did not demonstrate such
subluxation of the tibia [79].
This led the authors to suggest a possible association
between irreducible tibial subluxation and osteoarthritis, and
they theorised that such subluxation ‘could be the common
pathway to osteoarthritis in both treated and untreated
knees.’ [79]. Though the authors admitted that they could not
prove this concept, and a more recent study by Seon et al.
found no significant correlation between the proposed
association [41], if true, this theory could help explain why
recent literature has reported increases in incidence of
osteoarthritis after ACL injuries regardless of whether knees
were subsequently treated with reconstructions or not. Just
like most areas of contention in the wider issue, further
research, such as longitudinal studies exploring the causal
relationship are necessary before more concrete conclusions
can be made.
Through their findings, Almekinders et al. also
contributed a significant explanation of Daniel et al’s unique
findings reported a good decade earlier. Almekinders et al.
suggested that the possible causal association between
irreducible tibial subluxation and osteoarthritic change could
help explain why Daniel et al. reported increased
degenerative changes despite improved total anteroposterior
tibial motion in ACL reconstructed knees [79].
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With regard to the issue of biomechanics, Almekinders et
al. also suggested that such irreducible tibial subluxation
would likely alter normal knee kinematics, and that the
altered rolling motion of the tibiofemoral joint could lead to
increased osteoarthritic change [79]. Regardless of whether
such subluxation could be the main cause of altered
kinematics at the knee joint, it seems likely that the issue of
altered biomechanics lies right at the heart of the modern
debate regarding ACL injury and osteoarthritis.
Recent research from Stanford University showed that
the ACL deficient knee is associated with altered load
bearing within regions of the knee during normal function.
The resultant, altered gait kinematics then cause accelerated
cartilage thinning particularly within the medial
compartment of the knee [80]. This not only highlights the
inevitable degenerative change that awaits un-operated ACL
injured knees, but also biomechanically explains Seon et
al.’s reported finding that the medial compartment was more
commonly affected in their ACL reconstructed patients with
degenerative osteoarthritis [41].
Further work on the ACL deficient knee is nicely
summarised by Chaudri et al., who described the loss of
inherent knee stability and the alteration in the levels of
compression and tension imposed on different parts of the
cartilage post ACL rupture. The review proposed an
interesting mechanism whereby this alteration of load on
mature cartilage, which has a low adaptation potential and
high metabolic sensitivity, resulted in premature
osteoarthritis [81].
Studies so far reviewed seem to suggest that ACL
deficiency predisposes the knee to osteoarthritis from a
biomechanical point of view. To gain a better understanding
of whether ACL reconstruction protects against this change
or whether the intrinsic alterations in knee kinematics post
reconstruction further predispose a patient to developing
osteoarthritis, we have considered the following studies.
Various studies have investigated the alteration in gait
post reconstruction. Gao et al. described a three dimensional
joint kinematic study during dynamic exercise by getting
patients who had normal, ACL deficient and ACL
reconstructed knees to walk up and down stairs [82]. This
study reported a residual varus deviation of the tibia and
statistically reduced range of extension post reconstruction
surgery [82]. This result was mirrored by Hall et al. in their
comparison of lower extremity gait patterns in patients with
ACL reconstruction to a control group [83]. Hall et al. also
reported that the reconstruction group compensated for lower
knee extension moments by increasing hip extension
moments during stair ascent, and they postulated that loading
on the joint/ articular cartilage was hence altered post
reconstruction surgery [83].
Tashman et al. investigated the behaviour of the ACL
reconstructed knee during dynamic functional loading by
measuring knee kinematics as subjects ran downhill post
reconstruction [84]. The study reports statistically significant
external rotation of the tibia in the stance phase of running
[84]. Interestingly, Stergiou et al. suggested that this
excessive tibial rotation, which was not seen in healthy
knees, caused loading of areas of cartilage that were not
loaded normally and this subsequently predisposed the knee
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to osteoarthritic changes [85]. They hypothesised that the
newer surgical techniques like the double bundle
reconstruction could restore tibial rotation to normal levels
and possibly prevent future knee pathology [85].
Imhauser et al. went on to describe a cadaveric study on
11 knees, assessing how ACL deficiency and subsequent
reconstruction altered the contact stresses at the tibiofemoral
joint [86]. They reported that while reconstruction reduced
high stresses in the posterior medial compartment of the
ACL deficient knee, it created abnormal contact stresses in
other parts of the knee. These abnormal stresses were related
to multi-planar variation in knee kinematics.
It is perhaps only through further research into knee
kinematics that surgeons will better understand changes in
biomechanics that still prevail despite reconstruction and
which provide the pathway for unavoidable osteoarthritic
change regardless of forms of treatment.
Other important factors to consider include the role of
muscle dysfunction after injury and damage to the joint that
is inevitably caused at the time of injury. Muscle dysfunction
post injury has been speculated as an important cause of
osteoarthritis by some authors [26,30,87]. Roos suggested
that muscular dysfunction leads to increased joint loads and
subsequent osteoarthritis [30]. Tsai et al. subsequently
reported increased tibiofemoral compressive forces in a
group of females who had undergone ACL reconstruction,
compared to matched controls, when performing a single-leg
drop-land task. The study demonstrated increased muscle cocontraction with peak tibiofemoral compressive forces being
significantly higher in the reconstruction group when compared
to the control group (97.3 ± 8.0 vs 88.8 ± 9.8N/kg) [88].
It is believed that the ACL plays an important
proprioceptive role in regulating muscle function [89], and
its rupture, therefore inevitably starts off this degenerative
‘domino effect’. The shortfall of current ACL reconstructive
surgery is its inability to restore proprioceptive feedback
loops that were present prior to rupture [90]. This could be
another reason why osteoarthritic degenerative change is
observed in both surgically and conservatively treated ACL
injured patients.
Yet another reason for this finding, and the finding of
increased risk of osteoarthritis with concomitant meniscal
injury, could be the fact that the progression of osteoarthritis
is more greatly affected by the damage to cartilage that
occurs at the time of injury [26,28,30]. Research by
Lohmander et al. showing that the type II collagen network
of the joint is degraded by soluble molecular fragments
released into the synovial fluid soon after joint injury [91],
suggests that this is an important factor to consider in itself.
It is also through consideration of this factor that a strong
argument for ACL reconstruction can be made from the view
point that reconstruction at the very least decreases the risk
of osteoarthritis by restoring stability, thereby reducing the
risk of subsequent meniscal lesions or further joint injury
from occurring [8].
The surgical challenge which lies ahead therefore entails
the consideration of a paradigm of various important aspects.
It will only be through further research, with experiments
exploring the theoretical links between previously mentioned
factors and the development of osteoarthritis and with the
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A Comparison of Various Surgical Techniques
Issues Compared

Conclusions from Review of Current
Literature Over which Appear to be More
Advantageous

Reconstruction

Both are associated with an increased
incidence of osteoarthritis

vs

Remarks

-Multiple factors e.g. meniscal damage/surgical technique
employed/ patient activity levels confound this issue

Conservative, non-surgical treatment
Open

Arthroscopic

-RCTs are necessary to determine true difference.

vs
Arthroscopic technique
Patellar tendon

Hamstring

-Though native knee mechanics are still not completely restored
with the hamstring graft, it seems to be considerably less altered
than with use of the patellar tendon graft and thus is associated
with less osteoarthritis.

vs
Hamstring tendon autograft
Double Bundle
vs

No difference on osteoarthritis rates as of
present

-This new technique has demonstrated improved rotational /
anterior-posterior control and decrease in failure.
-Interim trials looking at osteoarthritis rates have not showed
significant difference.

Single Bundle

-Longer term trials required.

conduct of, ideally, further randomised controlled studies
comparing various surgical options, that concrete progress
can be made in the surgical management of the ACL
deficient knee.
CONCLUSION
Certain justifiable conclusions based on currently
available literature can be made and are summarised in Table
1.
As shown, it seems evident that both reconstruction and
conservative treatment are associated with an increase in
incidence of osteoarthritis. Nevertheless, this review also
demonstrated the possible confounding effect of surgical
method and technique through comparison of procedure
(open vs arthroscopic, double bundle vs single bundle) and
graft choice on this finding. It remains for well conducted
RCTs to truly determine any difference between forms of
treatment and for clinicians to ascertain their subsequent
significance to current practice.
This review also identified and highlighted the
importance of contributory factors to later osteoarthritis such
as, concomitant meniscal injury, the issue of altered
biomechanics and that of surgical method. The suggestion
that hamstring grafts could be advantageous over patellar
tendon grafts with regard to later osteoarthritis has
foreseeable implications on the future evolution of ACL
reconstructive surgery. The issue for example, of attaining
maximum possible stability with a patellar tendon graft
versus the increased risk of osteoarthritis will have to be
properly considered by patients and surgeons alike.
The evolution of new surgical techniques like that of
double bundle reconstruction, hold much promise for the
future. The technique has already shown to be superior in
rotational control of the knee and at least as good as single
bundle reconstruction in anterior-posterior control. Despite
the lack of early evidence for differences in osteoarthritis
rates, we still have much to look forward to when longer
term 10-15 year follow up rates are available.

We also note that the large majority of osteoarthritis
diagnoses in reconstructed knees have so far been based on
radiographic changes. What proportion of these patients are
actually symptomatic and how many actually go on to
require further knee replacements? This is surely an
important consideration when advising patients on the
management of their ruptured ACL.
Claes et al., in their meta-analysis of 16 studies (each
with a minimum of 10 years follow up), published in 2012,
found that the actual rate of osteoarthritis was lower than
commonly perceived at approximately 28% (453 out of 1554
reconstructions) [31]. It is our belief that through the
continual evolution of surgical technique, informed by
further research into understanding the pathogenesis of
osteoarthritis, paired with robust comparisons of available
treatment options, this rate can be lowered further still.
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